
Volunteering is at the heart of GHH and we really value 

the contribution all our volunteers make whether for one 

day or some months. We want you to enjoy your time 

with us so that you can be a part of this special 

community for a long time. There are many opportunities 

for volunteering in GHH and these are increasing all the 

time. We hope you will want to get involved in as many 

as possible whether it be Housekeeping, Gardening, 

Guide tours and hikes or improve hostel grounds. You 

will be helping us create opportunities for travelers and 

encouraging more people to experience the area. 

You will join a unique and small group where your 

contribution will make a real difference.  

Welcome home  
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The hostel is a gate and a getaway, a path to the Golan 

Heights with all its magic. 

Established by local travels enthusiasts and run by the 

volunteers, the hostel aims to create a sense of community 

for travelers who want to explore the area and themselves. 

Vision



 Together with friends and volunteers we built the hostel 

during 2014. The building who served the community of 

Odem as a grocery store, turned into the sleeping rooms. 

The new part with  kitchen and showers we built from 

scratch. We reused everything we found, turned almost 

every piece of junk into art.  

The Making Of 



The volunteers at the hostel quickly become an 

integral part of the place and together we run and 

manage the hostel. More confident you'll be, more 

responsibilities you'll get.  Working as a team and 

helping each other will make our easy life here even 

easier. 

 

We try to have 6 volunteers at all time and there are 

4 shifts a day between 07:00-24:00  

This means 2 volunteers are off every day 

 

We have a system in which the volunteers has to 

learn more areas before they can do all kind of shifts. 

Everyone start with cleaning and only do check-ins 

once proving to be ready. 

 

Volunteers on days off are welcome to join the hostel 

activities or to stay and enjoy the hostel 

 

 

Structure – how we all fit together   



We want you to be a part of the hostel. Someone who loves 
and cares about it the way we do. We want you to be excited to 
get the hostel ready to welcome new travelers but we also want 

you to be excited to meet the new travelers. 

We want you to enjoy your time here while being respectful to 
others. Contribute to the good and social atmosphere of the 
hostel,  giving it your own touch. As a volunteer you will be 

managing this place, and we expect you to behave accordingly. 
Of course having fun is big part of it, balance is the key! 

you can drink but you cannot be drunk.....  

What We Expect From You



We see all duties as opportunities to get involved 

and we prefer if all volunteers participate. Beside 

day by day tasks we always open for new ideas    

Making beds, cleaning rooms and shared areas. 

Cleaning the kitchen and the outsides 

Volunteers Duties

Housekeeping



Checking Guests In and Out, Showing guests 

around and selling groceries  

This is where your imagination become handy. Paint 

a wall or paint the floor, decorate and create   

Front Desk

Improve Hostel Grounds



From short sunset tours to the top of Mt. Odem 

to full day hikes. We will show you everything 

around so you can share what you liked with others 

The volunteers get all the ingredients and cook 

lunch and dinner. Every few days it will be your 

turn to cook something for the volunteers.  

Showing around

Cooking



Agreement

Expenses

Insurance

Accommodation

Food

6-12 weeks commitment, during that time volunteers will work 5 
days a week for 5-6 hours a day.

We keep the kitchen stocked with everything we need and you 
can use the kitchen and everything in it to fix yourself a meal. 

Sometimes we cook and eat together and sometimes we go try 
the local food around. We only cook vegetarian or vegan :-)

The hostel will pay most of the expenses during days out - 
entrance fees to parks, food and gas. As long as you will take 

care of the hostel - the hostel will take care of you!!

Our insurance refers to a volunteer like a guest in the hostel, 
which means no use of any dangerous tools that can risk you or 

others. It is best if you have your travel insurance.

Volunteers live in the hostel and share a mix dorm. 
Everything in the hostel is for the volunteers to use.



Nature, Culuture & History

The Golan Heights is 1800 km² of nature... all kinds of nature Dormant 
volcanoes thick forests, springs streams and waterfalls. Ancient sites, 

settlements and castles. Dozens of nature parks, and hundreds of 
marked and unmarked hiking trails. No matter the season we like to 

spend time in nature  hiking swimming or just chilling 



Free Stay In Hostels

We encourage our volunteers to travel and see other parts 
of Israel and have agreements with many hostels all over 
the country to host our volunteers for free. We of course 

offer free stay for volunteers from other places. 



Our Hostel 

The hostel is just like home, with 6 bed rooms in total-  3 spacious 
dormitories for 6/8 persons and 3 private rooms for 2-4 persons, all 

use the shared bathrooms. 
Big and fully equipped kitchen for everybody to use, comfortable 

living room with books, games and music, and many sitting areas- 
inside the hostel and outside in  gardens and parks. 



Will It cost me anything?

What if I want to leave before time?

Will I have free time?

Is there a way to travel more?

The volunteers lives in the hostel and enjoy all facilities and 
services for free. Food is provided and many other costs will be 

paid by the hostel (parks fees, gas money)

Yes!! You can "connect" 2 weeks of work together - do 10 shifts 
then take 4 days off. This way you can see a lot more. 

If you feel like you need to be somewhere else, whether it's a better 
offer,  the urge to travel and see more, or missing home, we will 
support your decision and make it as easy as possible for you. 

More than a hostel we are a community. Beside the work itself  you will 
have to live and share with others. In case it's not going as planned, 

we can help looking for alternative places for you to volunteer. 

We believe in free time and would like you to insist on 
having yours. Enjoy your free time exploring around, and 

your free days to see more of Israel.

FAQ??



"What an amazing, magical place! It was my first Workaway experience and I 
planned to stay about 6 weeks but instead stayed almost 3 months - could easily 

have stayed forever. 
The hostel is beautiful and is constantly evolving with new projects and artwork. I 
was mostly cooking while I was there, which was great. The kitchen is new and 
big, and they have a wonderful organic garden! This would be a really fun place 

to volunteer if you love to cook (vegetarian of course!), especially if you have 
experience cooking for lots of people. 

Guests come from all over the world and because it's a small place you'll really 
be able to get to know them. They often stay for several days and you'll have the 

chance to go out hiking or swimming with them if you want. 
This became my home-away-from-home and my family. I can't wait to go back! 

It's a place where you can simply BE" 
- ZuZu 

"WOW!!!! I originally had only planned to stay 4 weeks, and ended up staying 10! I 
really felt at home and extending my stay was a no-brainer. 

 
The hostel offered me everything I wanted in a volunteering experience--an escape 

from the city, a chance to meet new people, a place to work part-time, and the 
ability to be outdoors and explore northern Israel with good company :) The food is 

also AMAZING. Being a vegetarian never tasted so gooooooood. 
 

The owners, Liad and Lisa, are OUTSTANDING. They do an excellent job making 
sure you have the things you need to be comfortable and know the area. They also 

want you to see other parts of Israel and will contact other hostel owners to give 
you a night or two of free stay if you want to travel on your days off :) I really can't 

speak more highly of the both of them. They want you to be taken care of. 
 

When it comes to work, it's not hard or difficult. You just need to give back to the 
hostel what it's giving to you. There is lots of space to be creative and contribute to 
the hostel/atmosphere in your special way. (Music, art, construction, social media, 

photography/video, gardening, organizing things for guests, etc.). There are 
opportunities for your personality to come out and give back in a way that brings 

YOU joy. 
Overall, 5 stars. It was a perfect way to spend my summer. Outdoors, meeting 
people, eating like a prince, working with fun staff :) Definitely recommend it." 

- Nathan


